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the best website to look the unbelievable book to have.
across this complex and dynamic region. It has
a strong focus on gender equity but is informed
by important intersecting influences that affect
the lives of girls and women and their
participation in sport. Including contributions
from leading scholars from across the region,
the book draws on multi-disciplinary
perspectives, including sociology, cultural
studies, anthropology, and history, and makes
This is the first book to survey the participation an important contribution to global
of women in sport and physical education
understanding of diversity, challenges, and
across Asia, from the Middle East and South
achievements in the sporting lives of Asian
Asia through to the Asia-Pacific region.
Women. This book will be a fascinating read
Covering sport and physical activity at all
for any student, researcher, or policy-maker
levels, from school-based PE and community working in sport studies, gender studies,
sport to elite, high-performance sport, the book women’s studies or Asian studies.
provides an important overview of
Religion and Nationalism in Chinese Societies
developments in policy, theory and research
explores the interaction between religion and
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nationalism in the Chinese societies of mainland
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. On the one
hand, state policies toward religions in these
societies are deciphered and their implications
for religious freedom and regional stability are
evaluated. On the other hand, Chinese
Buddhism, Tibetan Buddhism, Daoism,
Christianity, Islam and folk religions are
respectively analyzed in terms of their
theological, organizational and political
responses to the nationalist modernity projects
of these states. What is new in this book on
Religion and Nationalism in Chinese Societies
is that the Chinese state has strengthened its
control over religion to an unprecedented level.
In particular, the Chinese state has almost
completed its construction of a state religion
called Chinese Patriotism. But at the same
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time, what is also new is the emergence of
blame me, or anyone with insider knowledge, if decreased by empirical evidence. This
democratic civil religions in these Chinese
a gem sheds any connection with its past once innovative and challenging book will refresh
societies, which directly challenge the Chinese sculpted by a cutter into the glittering mar vel epistemology and rewrite its agenda.
state religion and may significantly transform we see in a jeweler's showcase? Like Odysseus World Report 2021
their religion-state relations for better or for
listening to the sirens' song, we become victims How Agile Managers Beat the Odds, Delight
worse.
of an aesthetics-induced amnesia.
Their Customers, and Leave Competitors in
Since early 1989, a gem dealer I've known for Richard Swinburne offers an original treatment the Dust
years has been calling me every few weeks to
of a question at the heart of epistemology: what The Unwritten Laws of Engineering
brief me on mounting mayhem in Colombia's makes a belief a rational one, or one which the Tuhaf Ul Uqoul
Exploiting IBM PowerHA SystemMirror V6.1
lucrative emerald market. The troubling gist of believer is justified in holding? He maps the
these calls is always this: There is a full-fledged various totally different and purportedly rival for AIX Enterprise Edition
The Group Theatre And The Thirties
turf war going on between that South
accounts that philosophers give of epistemic
American country's bustling drug and gem
justification ('internalist' and 'externalist'), and Creating a Remarkable Career in Software
trades for control of its emerald ex port
argues that they are really accounts of different Development
Naures Atto identifies in this historical
business. According to this dealer and several concepts. He distinguishes (as most
anthropological analysis the present-day
others, anywhere from two to four thousand
epistemologists do not) between synchronic
identity discourses among Assyrian/Syriac
emerald industry people, mostly miners and
justification (justification at a time) and
deal ers, have been murdered since 1980. No diachronic justification (synchronic justification elites in the European diaspora. The most
doubt the gem sector, itself never gun shy, has resulting from adequate investigation) — both heated discussion during the last four
decades among Assyrians/Syriacs has been
retaliated in full and in kind. After all, the two internalist and externalist. He argus that most
what the 'correct name' of their people should
groups have banded together in an intermittent kinds of justification are worth having because be in Western languages. Hostages in the
alliance against a common enemy-Communist (for different reasons) indicative of truth.
Homeland, Orphans in the Diaspora aims to
guerillas-with results the CIA would envy. I
However, it is only justification of intermalist develop a deeper understanding of this 'name
mention this bloodshed because of something kinds that can guide a believer's actions.
debate'. The emigration of Assyrians/Syriacs
the gem dealer once said to me: "I bet you
Swinburne goes on to show the usefulness of
from the Middle East and their settlement in
Western countries dislocated their former
never think of what a gem has to go through to the probability calculus in elucidating how
get to a jewelry store:' He's right. I tend to
empirical evidence makes beliefs probably true: identity discourses, which have since then
think of colored stones as things of beauty, not every proposition has an intrinsic probability entered into a transformation process and
have been subsequently re-defined in relation
objects of gruesome power struggles between (an a priori probability independent of
mining kingpins and drug lords. Can you
empirical evidence) which may be increased or to the new context. In this context, the 'name'
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of their people has become the core element in Electronics with Raspberry Pi shows you how
their new identity discourses, displacing
to and a lot more. What You'll Learn Design
previous nodal points such as religion and
and build electronic circuits Make fun projects
language. The redefined identity discourses
like an arcade game, a robot, and a Minecraft
have also been explained as attempts to find a controller Program the Pi with Scratch and
remedy for the Hostages' and Orphans'
Python Who This Book Is For Makers,
Dilemma experienced among
students, and teachers who want to learn
Assyrians/Syriacs, an expression of their
about electronics and programming with the
search and struggle for recognition and
fun and low-cost Raspberry Pi.
Annotation This book provides a thorough
existence.
Make a variety of cool projects using the Pi
introduction and a practical guide to the
with programming languages like Scratch and principles and characteristics of controls, and
Python, with no experience necessary. You'll how to apply them in the use, selection,
learn how the Pi works, how to work with
specification and design of control systems.
Raspbian Linux on the Pi, and how to design This exciting book is a product of over ten
and create electronic circuits. Raspberry Pi is years of work of the author’s native village.
From beginning to end it enters dialogue with
everywhere, it’s inexpensive, and it's a
wonderful tool for teaching about electronics a variety of domestic and overseas
and programming. This book shows you how scholarship, providing new empirical data and
to create projects like an arcade game, disco many surprising discoveries.
Explain the Cloud Like I’m 10
lights, and infrared transmitter, and an LCD
Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?
display. You'll also learn how to control
Memoranda and Official Correspondence
Minecraft's Steve with a joystick and how to
Relating to the Republic of Texas, Its History
build a Minecraft house with a Pi, and even
and Annexation
how to control a LEGO train with a Pi. You'll
Modern Jeweler’s Consumer Guide to
even learn how to create your own robot,
Colored Gemstones
including how to solder and even design a
printed circuit board! Learning electronics can Nasrani Simham
be tremendous fun — your first flashing LED Letters of C. G. Jung
circuit is a reason to celebrate! But where do Office Not Required
you go from there, and how can you move into The first anthology to present the entire range of
more challenging projects without spending a ancient Greek and Roman stories—from myths
lot of money on proprietary kits? Learn
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and fairy tales to jokes Captured centaurs and
satyrs, incompetent seers, people who suddenly
change sex, a woman who remembers too much,
a man who cannot laugh—these are just some of
the colorful characters who feature in the
unforgettable stories that ancient Greeks and
Romans told in their daily lives. Together they
created an incredibly rich body of popular oral
stories that include, but range well beyond,
mythology—from heroic legends, fairy tales, and
fables to ghost stories, urban legends, and jokes.
This unique anthology presents the largest
collection of these tales ever assembled. Featuring
nearly four hundred stories in authoritative and
highly readable translations, this is the first book
to offer a representative selection of the entire
range of traditional classical storytelling.
Complete with beautiful illustrations, this one-ofa-kind anthology will delight general readers as
well as students of classics, fairy tales, and
folklore.
This book offers a detailed discussion of
Conrad's most brilliant and problematic work.
Many significant aspects of Heart of Darkness are
examined, from plot and characterisation to
imagery and symbolism, and particular attention
is paid to its ambiguity and paradoxes. By relating
the text to a variety of contexts, Cedric Watts
explores Conrad's central preoccupations as a
writer and as a commentator on his age. The first
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edition of this study appeared in 1977, and
Mines, whose publication launched an entire
cloud the future will move on without you.
reviewers described it as 'criticism of the highest literary subgenre ded icated to white tribes in
Don’t miss out. Not a geek? Don’t worry. I
order' (Joseph Conrad Today) and 'an important remote places. The Hamitic Hypothesis would wrote this book for you! After reading Explain
book' (Conradiana).
shape the theories of Carl Jung and guide
Cloud Like I'm 10, you will understand the
In 1876, in a mountainous region to the west of psychological and anthropological notions of the cloud. That’s a promise. How do I deliver on
Lake Victoria, Africa--what is today Ruwenzori primitive. The Hypothesis also formed the
that promise? I’ll let you in on a little secret: the
Mountains National Park in Uganda--the famed foundation for the European colonial system,
cloud is not that hard to understand. It’s just
explorer Henry Morton Stanley encountered
which was premised on assumptions about racial that nobody has taken the time to explain it
Africans with what he was convinced were light hierarchy, at whose top were the white races, the properly. take the time. I go slow. You’ll learn
complexions and European features. Stanley's
purest and oldest of them all. It was a small step step-by-step; one idea at a time. You’ll learn
discovery of this African "white tribe" haunted
from the Hypothesis to theories of Aryan
something new no matter if you’re a beginner,
him and seemed to substantiate the so-called
superiority, which served as the basis of the race someone who knows a little and wants to know
Hamitic Hypothesis: the theory that the
laws in Nazi Germany and had horrific and
more, or someone thinking about a career
descendants of Ham, the son of Noah, had
catastrophic consequences. Though racial
change. In Explain Cloud Like I'm 10, you’ll
populated Africa and other remote places,
thinking changed profoundly after World War discover:
How the cloud got its name. A
proving that the source and spread of human
Two, a version of Hamitic validation of the
more interesting story than you might think.An
races around the world could be traced to and
"whiter" tribes laid the groundwork for conflict intuitive picture based definition of the cloud.
explained by a Biblical story. In The Lost White within Africa itself after decolonization, including What it means when someone says a service is in
Tribe, Michael Robinson traces the rise and fall of the Rwandan genocide. Based on painstaking
the cloud.If stormy weather affects cloud
the Hamitic Hypothesis. In addition to
archival research, The Lost White Tribe is a
computing.
How the internet really works.
recounting Stanley's "discovery," Robinson
fascinating, immersive, and wide-ranging work of Most people don’t know. You will.The real
shows how it influenced encounters with the
synthesis, revealing the roots of racial thinking
genius of cloud computing. Hint: it’s not the
Ainu in Japan; Vilhjalmur Stefansson's tribe of
and the legacies that continue to exert their
technology.
The good, the bad, and the
"blond Eskimos" in the Arctic; and the "white
influence to this day.
ugly of cloud computing.
How cloud
Indians" of Panama. As Robinson shows, race
What is the cloud? Discover the secrets of the
computing changed how software is
theory stemming originally from the Bible only cloud through simple explanations that use lots of made—forever.
Why Amazon AWS
not only guided exploration but archeology,
pictures and lots of examples. Why learn about became so popular. Hint: it’s not the
including Charles Mauch's discovery of the
the cloud? It’s the future. The cloud is the
technology.
What happens when you press
Grand Zimbabwe site in 1872, and literature,
future of software, the future of computing, and play on Netflix.
Why Kindle is the perfect
such as H. Rider Haggard's King Solomon's
the future of business. If you’re not up on the example of a cloud service.
The radically
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different approaches Apple and Google take to
the cloud.
How Google Maps and
Facebook Messenger excel as cloud applications.
Cloud providers are engaging in a winnertake-all war to addict you to their ecosystems.
Key ideas like: VM, serverless, container, IaaS,
PaaS, SaaS, virtualization, caching, ISP, OpEx,
CapEx, network, AMI, EC2, S3, CDN, elastic
computing, datacenter, and cloud-native.And so
much more. Sound like gobbledygook? Don’t
worry! It will all make sense. I’ve been a
programmer and a writer for over 30 years. I’ve
been in cloud computing since the beginning,
and I’m here to help you on your journey to
understand the cloud. Consider me your guide.
I’ll be with you every step of the way. Sound
fun? Buy Explain Cloud Like I'm 10 and let’s
get started learning about the cloud today!
Religion and nationalism in Chinese societies
The Fervent Years
On Directing
"Made in Germany,"
Personal Histories in Conflict Resolution
M.A. Chakko
The Mass Ornament
The Group Theatre was perhaps the
most significant experiment in the
history of American theater.
Producing plays that reflected topical
issues of the decade and giving a

creative chance to actors, directors,
genealogy of film theory and cultural
and playwrights who were either fed studies, Weimar cultural politics, and,
up with or shut out of commercial
not least, the exigencies of intellectual
theater, the "Group" remains a
exile.
In May 1956, in his eighty-second
permanent influence on American
drama despite its brief ten-year life. It year, Jung first discussed with
was here that method acting, native
Gerhard Adler the question of the
publication of his letters. Over many
realism, and political language had
their tryouts in front of audiences who years, Jung had often used the medium
anticipated--indeed demanded--a
of letters to communicate his ideas to
departure from the Broadway "show- others and to clarify the interpretation
biz" tradition. In this now classic
of his work, quite apart from
account, Harold Clurman, founder of
answering people who approached him
with genuine problems of their own
the Group Theatre and a dynamic
force as producer-director-critic for
and simply corresponding with friends
fifty years, here re-creates history he and colleagues. Many of his letters
helped make with Lee Strasberg, Elia thus contain new creative ideas and
Kazan, Irwin Shaw, Clifford Odets,
provide a running commentary on his
Cheryl Crawford, Morris Carnovsky,
work. From some 1,600 letters written
by Jung between the years
and William Saroyan. Stella Adler
contributed a new introduction to this 1906-1961, the editors have selected
edition which remembers Clurman, the over 1,000. Volume 1, published in
thirties, and the heady atmosphere of a 1973, contains those letters written
between 1906 and 1950.
tumultuous decade.
The Mass Ornament today remains a Overwhelmed with big screen TV and
refreshing tribute to popular culture,
home theater audio options? What do
and its impressively interdisciplinary you need to build the perfect home
writings continue to shed light not only theater experience? Home Theater
on Kracauer's later work but also on
For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you
the ideas of the Frankfurt School, the how to plan a home theater system
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and choose components that fit your
Optimizer Get the perfect home theater the things around us and how they articulate
budget and your room. Beginning with experience by following the expert
our identity. It also asks us to consider why
the most basic information, this guide tips and techniques presented in Home these objects continue to matter, and shows
helps you choose what you need and Theater For Dummies, 3rd Edition.
what can happen if they’re not
put it all together. It explains DLP,
You’ll be watching movies and
acknowledged.
3LCD, HDMI, DTV, and HDTV so you listening to audio in no time!
This IBM® Redbooks® publication
can talk intelligently with salespeople The Youngest Science
positions the IBM PowerHA®
at the electronics store. You’ll find outPhysical Computing with Circuits,
SystemMirror® V6.1 for AIX® Enterprise
about Blu-ray, explore HD and satellite Sensors, Outputs, and Projects
Edition as the cluster management solution
radio options, and see how to
Monumental Queensland
for high availability. This solution enables
incorporate a Wii, Xbox, or Playstation Fundamentals of HVAC Control
near-continuous application service and
Systems
3 into your set-up. Learn to: Choose
minimizes the impact of planned and
Identity Discourses Among the
among plasma, LCD, and projection
unplanned outages. The primary goal of this
Assyrian/Syriac Elites in the
TVs Know the difference between
European Diaspora
digital TV and HDTV Assess and
high-availability solution is to recover
choose an LCD TV, a new 3D TV, or Evolution of a Field
operations at a remote location after a
an HD radio Set up your audio system Leading a Great Enterprise through
system or data center failure, establish or
and TV for maximum performance Use Dramatic Change
strengthen a business recovery plan, and
a Media Center or Home Theater PC
Authors Lisanne Gibson and Joanna Besley provide separate recovery location. The
Fine-tune your system and add cool
have selected over 200 of Queensland’s
IBM PowerHA SystemMirror Enterprise
touches such as accessing home
diverse public cultural objects and placed Edition is targeted at multisite hightheater content from your cell phone them, for the first time, along the same
availability disaster recovery. The objective
Explore HD and satellite radio options, continuum. Some old, some new. Some
of this book is to help new and existing
CD players, DVD-Audio disks, and
familiar, some forgotten. Some lost forever. PowerHA customers to understand how to
options for old cassettes and vinyl Set
These signposts on a cultural landscape
plan to accomplish a successful installation
up your system with the proper cables
provide a unique guide to Queensland’s
and configuration of the PowerHA
for each component, or learn what it
stories
and
histories.Monumental
SystemMirror for AIX Enterprise Edition.
takes to go wireless Calibrate your
video with a calibration disk, an optical Queensland encourages us—whoever and This book emphasizes the IBM Power
comparator, or a DVD containing THX wherever we are—to look more closely at SystemsTM strategy to deliver more
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advanced functional capabilities for business Human Rights Watch staff, in close
resiliency and to enhance product usability partnership with domestic human rights
and robustness through deep integration
activists, the annual World Report is an
with AIX, affiliated software stack, and
invaluable resource for journalists,
storage technologies. PowerHA
diplomats, and citizens, and is a must-read
SystemMirror is designed, developed,
for anyone interested in the fight to protect
integrated, tested, and supported by IBM
human rights in every corner of the globe.
from top to bottom.
Diary of a Third Year Medical Student
This book includes the diverse personal
Events of 2020
histories of some of the founders,
Weimar Essays
institutionalizers, and leaders of change in Volume I, 1906-1950
the filed of conflict resolution. The authors The Digital Consumer Technology
of the essays in this book play a variety of Handbook
roles: mediator, facilitator, arbitrator,
The Book of Greek and Roman Folktales,
ombuds, academic, system designer,
Legends, and Myths
entrepreneur, leaders of public and private The Manliness of Christ
conflict resolution organizations, researcher, Many of the earliest books, particularly those
advocate for conflict resolution and critic of dating back to the 1900s and before, are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We
conflict resolution. The narratives of the
are republishing these classic works in affordable,
contributors provide a way to understand
high quality, modern editions, using the original
the conflict resolution field and its
text and artwork.
principles.
From the 1920s when he watched his father, a
The best country-by-country assessment of general practitioner who made housecalls and
human rights. The human rights records of wrote his prescriptions in Latin, to his days in
more than ninety countries and territories medical school and beyond, Lewis Thomas saw
medicine evolve from an art into a sophisticated
are put into perspective in Human Rights
science. The Youngest Science is Dr. Thomas's
Watch's signature yearly report. Reflecting account of his life in the medical profession and an
extensive investigative work undertaken by inquiry into what medicine is all about--the
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youngest science, but one rich in possibility and
promise. He chronicles his training in Boston and
New York, his war career in the South Pacific, his
most impassioned research projects, his work as an
administrator in hospitals and medical schools, and
even his experiences as a patient. Along the way,
Thomas explores the complex relationships
between research and practice, between words and
meanings, between human error and human
accomplishment, More than a magnificent
autobiography, The Youngest Science is also a
celebration and a warning--about the nature of
medicine and about the future life of our planet.
Detailed commentary on 40 selected traditions
narrated through the Prophet (S) and his Ahl alBayt (a) on topics of ethics and spirituality,
including jihad al-nafs. Second revised edition. The
original work in Persian, recently published under
the title "Arba'in, ya chihil hadith" was written by
Imam al-Khumayni forty-six years ago and was
completed in the month of Muharram 1358 (AprilMay, 1939). The manuscript of this work, together
with that of two other unpublished works of the
author, Sharh Du'ae sahar, and Adab al-salat, were
recovered from the library of the late Ayatullah
Akhund al-Hamadani. All the three works have
now been published.
Summarizes the Agile and Scrum software
development method, which allows creation of
software in just 30 days.
A Comprehensive Guide to Devices, Standards,
Future Directions, and Programmable Logic
Solutions
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Learn the inner-secrets behind Kindle, Netflix,
AWS, Apple, Facebook, and Google.
Touch of Class
Hostages in the Homeland, Orphans in the
Diaspora
Gods, Ghosts, and People in a Post-Revolutionary
Society
A Biography of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
Learning to Program Well with Objects and
Contracts

This text combines a practical, hands-on
approach to programming with the
introduction of sound theoretical support
focused on teaching the construction of
high-quality software. A major feature of
the book is the use of Design by Contract.
Success in today's IT environment requires
you to view your career as a business
endeavor. In this book, you'll learn how to
become an entrepreneur, driving your
career in the direction of your choosing.
You'll learn how to build your software
development career step by step, following
the same path that you would follow if you
were building, marketing, and selling a
product. After all, your skills themselves
are a product. The choices you make about
which technologies to focus on and which
business domains to master have at least as

much impact on your success as your
remarkable professional life.
technical knowledge itself--don't let those This book is one of the many Islamic
choices be accidental. We'll walk through publications distributed by Talee throughout
all aspects of the decision-making process, the world in different languages with the
so you can ensure that you're investing your aim of conveying the message of Islam to
time and energy in the right areas. You'll
the people of the world. Talee
develop a structured plan for keeping your (www.talee.org) is a registered
mind engaged and your skills fresh. You'll Organization that operates and is sustained
learn how to assess your skills in terms of through collaborative efforts of volunteers
where they fit on the value chain, driving
in many countries around the world, and it
you away from commodity skills and
welcomes your involvement and support. Its
toward those that are in high demand.
objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is
Through a mix of high-level, thoughtto spread the truth about the Islamic faith in
provoking essays and tactical "Act on It"
general and the Shi`a School of Thought in
sections, you will come away with concrete particular due to the latter being
plans you can put into action immediately. misrepresented, misunderstood and its
You'll also get a chance to read the
tenets often assaulted by many ignorant
perspectives of several highly successful
folks, Muslims and nonmembers of our industry from a variety of Muslims.Organization's purpose is to
career paths. As with any product or
facilitate the dissemination of knowledge
service, if nobody knows what you're
through a global medium, the Internet, to
selling, nobody will buy. We'll walk
locations where such resources are not
through the often-neglected world of
commonly or easily accessible or are
marketing, and you'll create a plan to
resented, resisted and fought! In addition,
market yourself both inside your company Talee aims at encouraging scholarship,
and to the industry in general. Above all,
research and enquiry through the use of
you'll see how you can set the direction of technological facilitates. For a complete list
your career, leading to a more fulfilling and of our published books please refer to our
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DVD players, PCs and peripherals, display
website (www.talee.org) or send us an email both awesome and frightening to behold.
Ordinary humans are mere playthings to him. devices, digital imaging devices, web terminals
to info@talee.org
And Odd John has a plan - to create a new
and pads, PDAs and other handhelds,
The celebrated director discusses the
techniques of his craft and presents his own order on Earth, a new supernormal species. But screenphones/videophones, telematics devices,
the world is not ready for such a change ...
eBooks and readers, and many other current
directing notes for ten major productions
The consumer electronics market has never
and future products. To receive a FREE daily
Including a Brief Autobiography of the
been as awash with new consumer products as newsletter on displays and consumer
Author
it has over the last couple of years. The devices electronics, go to:
Remote
that have emerged on the scene have led to
http://www.displaydaily.com/ ·Surveys crucial
Women and Sport in Asia
major changes in the way consumers listen to engineering information for every digital
Epistemic Justification
music, access the Internet, communicate, watch consumer product category, including cell
Notes of a Medicine-Watcher
videos, play games, take photos, operate their phones, digital TVs, digital cameras, PDAs and
Language Habits In Human Affairs
automobiles—even live. Digital electronics has many more—the only reference available to do
Forty Hadith, an Exposition, Second
led to these leaps in product development,
so ·Has extremely broad market appeal to
enabling easier exchange of media, cheaper and embedded systems professionals, including
Revised Edition
Who Says Elephants Can't Dance? sums up
Lou Gerstner's historic business achievement,
bringing IBM back from the brink of
insolvency to lead the computer business once
again.Offering a unique case study drawn from
decades of experience at some of America's
top companies -- McKinsey, American
Express, RJR Nabisco -- Gerstner's insights
into management and leadership are applicable
to any business, at any level. Ranging from
strategy to public relations, from finance to
organization, Gerstner reveals the lessons of a
lifetime running highly successful companies.
John Wainwright is a freak, a human mutation
with an extraordinary intelligence which is

more reliable products, and convenient
services. This handbook is a much-needed,
comprehensive engineering guide to the
dynamic world of today's digital consumer
electronics. It provides complete details on key
enabling technologies, standards, delivery and
reception systems, products, appliances and
networking systems. Each chapter follows a
logical progression from a general overview of
each device, to market dynamics, to the core
technologies and components that make up that
particular product. The book thoroughly covers
all of the key digital consumer product
categories: digital TV, digital audio, mobile
communications devices, gaming consoles,
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engineers, programmers, engineering
managers, marketing and sales
personnel—1,000,000+ potential readers ·Helps
engineers and managers make the correct
design decisions based on real-world data
The classic guide to working from home and
why we should embrace a virtual office, from
the bestselling authors of Rework “A paradigmsmashing, compulsively readable case for a
radically remote workplace.”—Susan Cain, New
York Times bestselling author of Quiet Does
working from home—or anywhere else but the
office—make sense? In Remote, Jason Fried and
David Heinemeier Hansson, the founders of
Basecamp, bring new insight to the hotly
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debated argument. While providing a complete Odd John
overview of remote work’s challenges, Jason The Lost White Tribe
and David persuasively argue that, often, the
With the Procession
advantages of working “off-site” far outweigh Signposts on a Cultural Landscape
the drawbacks. In the past decade, the “under Heart Failure
one roof” model of conducting work has been A Novel
steadily declining, owing to technology that is A Critical and Contextual Discussion
rapidly creating virtual workspaces. Today the
new paradigm is “move work to the workers,
rather than workers to the workplace.”
Companies see advantages in the way remote
work increases their talent pool, reduces
turnover, lessens their real estate footprint, and
improves their ability to conduct business
across multiple time zones. But what about the
workers? Jason and David point out that remote
work means working at the best job (not just
one that is nearby) and achieving a harmonious
work-life balance while increasing
productivity. And those are just some of the
perks to be gained from leaving the office
behind. Remote reveals a multitude of other
benefits, along with in-the-trenches tips for
easing your way out of the office door where
you control how your workday will unfold.
Whether you’re a manager fretting over how to
manage workers who “want out” or a worker
who wants to achieve a lifestyle upgrade while
still being a top performer professionally, this
book is your indispensable guide.
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